UNILEVER
MULTIPLE CHEMISTRY POSITIONS: ENTRY LEVEL/ MANAGEMENT

My client is Unilever, a major global FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods) company addressing needs of hygiene, nutrition and personal care with brands recognized all over the world. It is a world leader in HPC (Home and Personal Care) goods.

They are currently seeking to recruit highly talented and enthusiastic scientists who have completed their education and/or early work experience in the US. All positions are based in Shanghai and candidates must be fluent in Mandarin and English.

Research and Development
- MS or Ph. D in chemistry and related majors. (物理 physics, 化学 chemistry, 高分子 polymers, 应用化学 applied chemistry, 化学合成 chemical synthesis)
- Candidates newly graduate or with 3-4 years work experience needed.
- Experience in FMCG, HPC or Cosmetic industry is preferred.

Product Development Technologists
Job Responsibilities:
• Support product formulation targeting appropriate technical performance and quality standards;
• Drive innovation and support product;
• Technical support to supply chain/local R&D team and factory;
• Facilitate close communication and coordination with other R&D sites, marketing, Supply chain and QC

Job Requirements:
1. Masters degree or higher, major in chemistry or related area
2. Two or more years working experience with technology development in HPC product and manufacturing
3. Passion for growth, breakthrough thinking and team commitment
4. Good communication skills, fluent English and Mandarin, and ability to work under pressure

Product Development Assistant/产品开发高级助理
Job Responsibilities:
• Assist project leader to deploy product formulation targeting for appropriate technical performance and quality standards;
• Coordination with lab/pilot plant assistants/process to deliver qualified products in any cases;
• Driving new ideas to product cost saving;
• Manage RMs' storage and make sure supplement for lab/pilot plant;
• Monitor newly Launched product quality
• Communication with local team about competitors’ audit regularly and give technical support if required;

Job Requirements:
1. Masters degree or higher, major in chemistry or related area
2. Passion for growth, breakthrough thinking, and team commitment
3. Good communication, fluent English and Mandarin, ability to work under pressure

Please send resumes to:
Connie Hambley  connie@steelesearch.com  978-948-2900